Rental contract
From one side Valerie Jonckheere with ID X6269973N onwards the lessor, commits to the
fulﬁllment of the general condi"ons present contract and to rent the
Moterhome………………………………………………… with numberplate………………from ……………… to
……………………. for the price of ……………€ the other part …………………… . with passport number
……………………. onwards the lessee, commits to the fulﬁllment of the general condi"ons present
contract on the dates indicated above.
General condi ons of the reserva on
1. To conﬁrm a reserva"on, you must pay 30% of the total rent as a deposit (………….€). In
case that the client cancels the requested reserva"on , the following penal"es will be
applied to the advanced payment
2. If the cancella"on is communicated within 30 days before the start of the rental … 50% if
it’s communicated between 30 and 16 days before the start of the rental 80% if it’s
communicated with less than 16 days before the start of the rental 100%
3. The total amount of the contracted rent must be paid before departure. A deposit of 750€
will be paid to ensure the proper use and proper return of the vehicule. The 750€ also
corresponds to the franchise of the all‐risk insurance. When the amount of repairs that
have to be made to the vehicle exceed the amount of the franchise the insurance will be
reported and the franchise.
4. Will not proceed on the part of the lessee to demand a compensa"on if the vehicule can’t
be deleverd on "me if it’s dueted to force majeur or fortuitous reasons. It’s understood
dueted to forcé majeur a breakdown or an accident that can not be repaired by the
departure date.
5. In case the lessee, on an independent decisión, starts the ini"al period to late or stops the
rental period earlier he won´t demand a compensa"on.
6. The lessee must be mínimum 25 years old to drive the vehicule and have his driverslicence
min 2 years , the fellow travelers can´t drive the vehicule , the tenant will be responible
7. It is strictly forbidden to use the vehicule in viola"on of good morals, laws and costums. It
is strictly forbidden to carry more people the law permits , to race, to carry not admi?ed
goods by law to subrent the vehicule.
8. The lessee is responsable for any penalty or ﬁne wich is imposed for viola"ng the valid
decisión, and is also responsable if the vehicule is stopped or conﬁscated, he will have to
pay all the costs and also pay to the lessor the daily rent depending on the rates of the
season.
9. In case of stands"ll of the vehicule due to a unique reason or for a reason that can only be
a?ributed to the lessee, he will be responsible for the disadvantages caused by this
stands"ll.
10. The rented vehicule will be brought back in good hygienic condi"ons with the inside
cleaned and the toilet reservoir and gray watertank properly emp"ed. If not the lessee will
have to pay 75€.

11. If the lessee wants to extend the rental contract, he will have to report this 3 days before
ending the contract. Any conﬁrma"on of renewel will depend on the availability the
landlord has at that "me and the Price will be the on indicated depending of the season.
The unautorized late release not due to a force majeure will be ﬁned with a triple daily
rate applied to the contract.
12. The vehicle that is part of this contract is insured according to the law with a franchise of
750€. In case of an accident during the validity of the rental contract, the lessee will bear
this amount and will from then on admit that the deposit can be used as compensa"on.
The civil responsibility due to failures or circumstances that not occur in the insurance
policy will be expressly for the account of the lessee.
13. The deposit will be returned aBer the examina"on of the vehicule , witch, in case of
damage due to bad use will be discribed in a detailed note and will have to be paid by the
lessee , and auterizes the lessor to use the deposit. In case the damage can not be
determined immediatly, the lessor has 30 days to return the remaining deposit , once the
costs of the repairs, due to the damage deducted.
14. Not being present on the date and place agreed in the rental contract will be considert an
unilateral dissolu"on of the agreement of the customer’s booking, with a compensa"on of
100% of the agreed rental value, the non‐appearance of the lessee will allow the lessor to
dispose of the booked vehicule and the lessee is not en"tled to a compensa"on.
15. The vehicule will be delivered with a full fuel deposit and has to be returned with a full fuel
deposit. The missing liters of diesel will be charged at 2€/L
16. It is completely forbidden to smoke inside the vehicule.
17. The kms/day are limited for rentals of less than 7 days at 300km/day. The extra kms will be
charged at 0.30€/km. From 7 days rent the kms ar
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